Despite the lack of invariance in the mapping between the acoustic signal and phonological representation, typical listeners are capable of using information of a talker's vocal characteristics to recognize phonemes, a process known as "talker normalization". The current study investigated the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners and individuals with congenital amusia, a neurodevelopmental disorder of refined pitch processing. We examined the event-related potentials (ERPs) underling lexical tone processing in 24 Cantonesespeaking amusics and 24 typical listeners (controls) in two conditions: blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions. The results demonstrated that for typical listeners, effects of talker variability can be observed as early as in the N1 time-window (100-150 ms), with the N1 amplitude reduced in the mixed-talker condition. Significant effects were also found in later components: the N2b/c peaked significantly earlier and the P3a and P3b amplitude was enhanced in the blocked-talker condition relative to the mixed-talker condition, especially for the tone pair that is more difficult to discriminate. These results suggest that the blocked-talker mode of stimulus presentation probably facilitates auditory processing and requires less attentional effort with easier speech categorization than the mixed-talker condition, providing neural evidence for the "active control theory". On the other hand, amusics exhibited comparable N1 amplitude to controls in both conditions, but deviated from controls in later components. They demonstrated overall later N2b/c peak latency significantly reduced P3a amplitude in the blocked-talker condition and reduced P3b amplitude irrespective of talker conditions. These results suggest that the amusic brain was intact in the auditory processing of talker normalization processes, as reflected by the comparable N1 amplitude, but exhibited reduced automatic attentional switch to tone changes in the blocked-talker condition, as captured by the reduced P3a amplitude, which presumably underlies a previously reported perceptual "anchoring" deficit in amusics. Altogether, these findings revealed the time course of talker normalization processes in typical listeners and extended the finding that conscious pitch processing is impaired in the amusic brain. 2009; Lee et al., 2010; Mullennix and Pisoni, 1990; Nusbaum and Morin, 1992; Strange et al., 1976; Wong and Diehl, 2003) . Similar findings were reported for lexical tone perception. For example, Cantonese speakers identified Cantonese tones more accurately when the tone stimuli were blocked by the talker than when the talkers were https://doi.
Introduction

Talker normalization in speech perception
The mapping between acoustic patterns and phonological categories is not one-to-one, but many-to-many (Liberman et al., 1967) . Speech production is easily influenced by the neighboring phonemes, speaking rate and talker voice characteristics, and the consequence is a lack of invariance between acoustic signals and phonemes. However, typical listeners are capable of resolving the complex mapping problem by using the acoustic information of a talker's vocal characteristics (Syrdal and Gopal, 1986) or information from external acoustic signals (Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957) , a process referred to as "talker normalization" (Wong et al., 2004) .
One classic paradigm to examine the processes of talker normalization is to present the speech stimuli produced by multiple talkers in two conditions, i.e., in a blocked-talker (i.e., a single talker in a block) vs. mixed-talker (i.e., multiple talkers intermixed in one block) manner. Numerous studies have found that the accuracy of speech recognition was lowered and the response time was longer in the mixed-talker condition than the blocked-talker condition (Green et al., 1997; Lee, mixed in a block (Wong and Diehl, 2003) .
The active control theory has been put forward to account for the phenomena mentioned above. It has been proposed that listeners use an active control mechanism to resolve the multiple mapping problem caused by talker variability (Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007; Nusbaum and Morin, 1992) . When there is a constant talker, the source of variability is constrained, and listeners can make use of the consistent acoustic-phonetic relationships to form a phonological representation and to estimate the talker's acoustic-phonetic space (Nusbaum and Morin, 1992) . The formed representation and space can be used to quickly process the subsequent stimuli and the cognitive effort and attention are reduced consequently. In contrast, when there are multiple talkers, with the increased variation in the acoustic-phonetic structure and talker characteristics, the computational mapping becomes more complex and demanding, thus slowing down the response time and lowering the accuracy. In an fMRI study, Wong et al. (2004) found that in the mixed-talker condition, the middle/superior temporal and superior parietal regions were activated to a larger extent compared to the blocked-taker condition, suggesting that selective attention and processing of spectral and spatial (e.g., spatial location of talkers) acoustic cues are especially required in the mixed-talker condition, providing some neural evidence for the active control theory.
Concerning the time course of talker normalization, a few studies have investigated the neural manifestations of interactions between phonetic processing and talker voice processing, but the results were inconsistent. Kaganovich et al. (2006) examined the interaction between vowel and talker processing using the Garner paradigm via the comparison of two tasks: a filtering task (vowel identification with multiple talkers; talker identification with multiple vowel categories) and a baseline task (vowel identification with a constant talker; talker identification with the vowel held constant). It was found that the interaction of vowel and talker processing could be detected at early time windows, in that the N1 amplitude (starting 100 ms after auditory onset) was more negative in the filtering task than in the baseline task. The authors explained that the more negative N1 amplitude may reflect increased cognitive effort to extract information in the filtering task. In another ERPs study, Zhang et al. (2016) examined the temporal loci of the interaction of phonetic (lexical tone) and talker processing via a modified Garner paradigm. The results revealed that the interactions of phonetic and talker processing mainly origin from a posterior P3b and frontal negativity, which were interpreted as suggesting increased difficulty to categorize the lexical tones when the unattended talker dimension changed in the phonemic change detection task. However, no early interference effects were found in the N1 time-window, which differs from the findings from Kaganovich et al. (2006) . While the discrepancy between the two previous studies can be largely explained by differences in the study design, more studies are needed to illuminate the time course of talker normalization.
Congenital amusia and deficits of talker normalization
Congenital amusia (amusia, hereafter) is a lifelong deficit in the processing of musical pitch in the absence of brain injury, affecting around 1.5-4% of the population (Albouy et al., 2013; Hyde et al., 2006 Hyde et al., , 2007 Hyde et al., , 2011 Hyde and Peretz, 2003; Nan et al., 2010; Peretz et al., 2002 Peretz et al., , 2008 Peretz and Vuvan, 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Wong et al., 2012) . Evidence has shown that amusia is not specific to music, but influences speech pitch processing, including speech intonation and emotional prosody processing (Hutchins et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2012) . Previous studies have also revealed that amusics seemed to be more impaired in musical pitch processing than speech pitch processing (Tillmann et al., 2011) , and that they can imitate pitch patterns which they cannot discriminate (Hutchins and Peretz, 2012) .
The deficits of amusia also affect lexical tone perception negatively. Non-tonal language speakers with amusia were found to show inferior performance in discriminating non-native tone pairs, such as in Mandarin and Thai, while also demonstrating degraded performance on the corresponding musical analogs (Liversage, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2009) . For tonal language speakers with amusia, accumulating evidence has demonstrated that lexical tone perception is impaired (Liu et al., 2012 , Liu et al., 2016 Shao et al., 2016) . Moreover, several studies have suggested that the deficit in amusia prevails to high-level phonological processing of lexical tones, for example, compromising categorical perception of native tones in Chinese speakers with amusia (Huang et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017b) .
In addition, a recent study has revealed that amusics may also be impaired in talker normalization in lexical tone perception , and more importantly, showed a potential "anchoring" deficit in perceiving multi-talker lexical tone stimuli (Shao et al., 2019) . The "anchoring" deficit hypothesis pinpoints a deficit in the dynamics that link perception with perceptual memory through the implicit formation of perceptual anchors, and was originally proposed to account for the core deficit of dyslexia (Ahissar, 2007; Ahissar et al., 2006) . In the conditions where a perceptual reference was provided and repeated, typical listeners could form and tune to an implicit perceptual anchor to guide the perception of incoming stimuli, so that the perception in these conditions was fast and automatic in contrast to the conditions in which the perceptual reference was absent. On the contrary, individuals with dyslexia failed to benefit from the repetitive perceptual reference and acoustic constancy, exhibiting no difference between the conditions where the perceptual anchor was present and absent. Analogous to the results of an "anchoring" deficit, Cantonese-speaking amusics failed to show significant improvement in tone discrimination in the blockedtalker condition where a constant talker was presented as a perceptual anchor over the mixed-talker condition where there was no constant talker (Shao et al., 2019) . In contrast, the controls demonstrated significantly better tone discrimination in the blocked-talker condition. Moreover, while the controls exhibited significantly higher accuracy than amusics in both conditions, the effect size was larger in the blocked-talker condition. Since tone perception in the mixed-talker condition involved a greater demand of talker normalization and amusics showed degraded performance than controls in this condition, it might suggest that amusics are impaired in talker normalization during lexical tone perception. More importantly, they also demonstrated a deficit in taking advantage of talker constancy in the acoustic stimuli and less efficiently sharpened their perception of tones when perceptual anchors in talker were provided in the blocked-talker condition, suggesting a possible "anchoring" deficit in amusia. Altogether, these behavioral findings revealed several deficits in amusia. Nonetheless, due to the lack of neuroimaging studies that directly investigated talker normalization in amusics, the neural underpinnings of such behavioral deficits remain elusive.
The current study
The motivations for the current study are three-fold. First, although a few studies have examined the time course of talker normalization, inconsistent results are reported. As such, it remains controversial whether the effects of talker normalization processes can be observed in early, sensory-driven processes (Obleser and Kotz, 2011) , as reflected in the early N1 component (Kaganovich et al., 2006) , or whether they more strongly affect later perceptual and categorization processes, as reflected in the P3 and frontal negativity components . The discrepancy in results could be largely explained by different experiment designs used in the two studies. In Kaganovich et al. (2006) , four speech stimuli (two vowels produced by two male talkers) were presented within a block at the probability of 25% each in the filtering task, whereas in the baseline task, two speech stimuli (two vowels produced by the same talker or one vowel produced by two talkers) were presented at the probability of 50% each. The unmatched probability of the stimuli in the filtering and baseline tasks may result in differential neural habituation effects, as more frequent presentation of two stimuli in a block could habituate the neural activities more, reducing the N1 amplitude in the baseline task (cf. Budd et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2016) . In Zhang et al. (2016) , four speech stimuli (two Cantonese tones produced by a female and a male talker) were presented within a block, in which each of the four speech stimuli was presented as the standard (probability = 81.25%) and the other three stimuli were presented as three types of deviants (talker change, tone change, and talker + tone change) at equal probabilities (6.25% each). This design ensured identical probability of different types of deviants and can avoid the habituation effect on the N1, which may partly explain the lack of early interference effects in the N1 timewindow. Nonetheless, the demand of talker normalization was relatively low in Zhang et al. (2016) , for the reason that the stimuli only involved one talker' voice change, which occurred infrequently in a small number of deviants. The low demand of talker normalization might also contribute to some extent to the lack of early interference effects in the N1 time-window.
To reexamine the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners, we compared the neural activities in the mixed-vs. blockedtalker conditions in an active oddball paradigm. We improved the experiment design relative to previous studies in three aspects. Firstly, to avoid the possible habituation effect on N1 in Kaganovich et al. (2006) , the overall possibilities of standards and deviants were matched between the blocked-and mixed-talker conditions. Secondly, the demand of talker variability was increased by including four talkers' voices, in order to better observe the effects of talker normalization and avoid the possible influence of low demand of talker variability as in Zhang et al. (2016) . Lastly, we included speech stimuli that were of small vs. large acoustic differences, with an aim to probe the possible different neural manifestations of talker normalization in different stimulus conditions. It is possible that talker variability may exert a greater influence on stimulus pairs with small acoustic differences. We hypothesize that if the effects of talker normalization can be detected as early as in the time-window of auditory processing, as found in Kaganovich et al. (2006) , the difference between blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions shall be observed in early ERP components such as the N1. Alternatively, if the effect of talker normalization is primarily manifested in later perceptual and categorization processes, as found in Zhang et al. (2016) , the difference between blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions shall be mainly observed in later ERP components such as the P3.
The second aim of the current study is to examine the neural bases of the "anchoring" deficit in amusia. Although some evidence shows that Cantonese-speaking amusics may be impaired in talker normalization of lexical tones and exhibit a possible "anchoring" deficit (Shao et al., 2019) , the electrophysiological bases of the "anchoring" deficit remain unknown. Previous ERPs studies suggested that the deficit in the amusic brain primarily lies in the conscious detection of pitch differences, as reflected by reduced P3 amplitude, while their pre-attentive pitch processing is largely intact, as reflected by comparable mismatch negativity (MMN) responses to controls in passive listening conditions (Hyde et al., 2011; Moreau et al., 2013; Peretz et al., 2005 Peretz et al., , 2009 Zendel et al., 2015; . Since the primary neural deficits of amusia were captured by the P3, the current study aims to adopt an active oddball paradigm, focusing on the P3, to investigate the electrophysiological bases of the "anchoring" deficit in the amusic brain. According to the active control theory, the operating mechanism in the blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions differed in terms of the amount of attention shift to phonetic changes, with greater cognitive load in the mixed-talker condition (Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007; Nusbaum and Morin, 1992) . Based on the behavioral impairment of amusics in taking advantage of acoustic constancy in the blocked-talker condition (Shao et al., 2019) , there is reason to speculate that amusics may be less automatic in attentional shift to lexical tone changes in the block-talker condition than controls. As the P3a has been associated with automatic orientating of attention (Kok, 2001; Polich, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016) , we hypothesize that the P3a amplitude may be particularly reduced in amusics compared to the controls in the blocked-talker condition.
Third, the previous findings suggested that amusics showed largely intact auditory processing when detecting the musical pitch and lexical tone differences, as indexed by a N1 component comparable to that of controls, and that the deficit in the amusic brain primarily lies in the conscious detection of pitch differences (Moreau et al., 2013; Peretz et al., 2005; Zendel et al., 2015; . However, it is still unclear whether such normal performance in auditory processing is due to the relatively easy task. The contrast of mixed-vs. blocked-talker conditions in the current study provided an opportunity to examine whether an auditory processing deficit could be revealed in more challenging listening conditions with greater pitch and acoustic variation. If amusics are intact in auditory processing of lexical tones, their neural activities in the early N1 time window in both blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions are expected to be comparable to the typical controls. Alternatively, if the lack of group difference in the N1 time-window is at least partially affected by the low task difficulty in previous studies, amusics are expected to show reduced N1 in the mixed-talker condition than controls.
To sum up, examining the electrophysiological bases of the "anchoring" deficit during talker normalization in amusics is a primary aim of the current study. Nonetheless, we also focus on investigating the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners, which remains controversial due to inconsistent results reported in earlier studies. Comparing the neural underpinnings of talker normalization in typical and amusic listeners allow us to address both questions in a single design. We examined the ERP correlates of lexical tone processing in 24 Cantonese-speaking amusics and 24 matched controls. Neural activities during the processing of Cantonese tone pairs were compared in the blocked-talker (standard and deviant comprising a lexical tone stimulus from one talker) vs. mixed-talker conditions (standards and deviants comprising lexical tone stimuli from four talkers) and between tone pairs with small vs. large acoustic differences, through an active oddball paradigm. Early ERP components, such as N1, as well as late components, such as N2b/c, P3a and P3b, were analyzed.
Methods
Participants
24 congenital amusics and 24 musically intact controls participated in this experiment. Control participants were matched with amusic participants one by one in age, gender, and years of education. All participants were native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese, righthanded, with no hearing impairment or brain injury, and no reported history of formal musical training. All participants were university students with self-reported normal IQs. Amusics and controls were identified using the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) . The MBEA consists of six subtests: three of them are pitch-based tests (scale, contour, and interval), two of them are duration-based tests (rhythm and meter), and the last one is a memory test. All amusic participants scored below 71% (Nan et al., 2010) in the global score, which is the mean of all six subtests, whereas all control participants scored higher than 80%. Demographic characteristics of the participants are summarized in Table 1 . The experimental procedures were approved by the Human Subjects Ethics Sub-committee of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Informed written consent was obtained from participants in compliance with the experiment protocols.
Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli were three words contrasting three Cantonese tones on the syllable /ji/: high level tone (T1) -/ji55/ (醫 "a doctor"), mid level tone (T3) -/ji33/ (意 "meaning"), and low level tone (T6) -/ji22/ (二 "two") (Bauer and Benedict, 1997; Matthews and Yip, 2013) . Two female and two male native Cantonese speakers (M01, M02, F01 and F02) were recorded reading aloud the words in a carrier sentence, 呢個字係 /li55 ko33 tsi22 hɐi22/ ("This word is") for six times. For each word, one clearly produced token was selected and segmented out of the carrier sentence for each talker. All selected words were normalized in duration to 350 ms, and in mean intensity to 70 dB using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2014) . The three tones were grouped into two pairs: T1-T6 (/ji55/−/ji22/) and T3-T6 (/ji33/−/ji22/). The T1-T6 pair had a large pitch difference (high level vs. low level tone), whereas the T3-T6 pair had a small pitch difference (mid level vs. low level tone). We selected these two pairs with the speculation that the tone pair with smaller acoustic difference (T3-T6) would be affected more by talker variability. Fig. 1 displays the F0 contours of the three tones produced by the four talkers.
The two tone pairs were always presented in separate blocks, with T6 being the deviant and either T1 or T3 being the standard in a block. The same set of stimuli was presented in two conditions, the blockedtalker and mixed-talker condition (Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007; Sjerps et al., 2018; Wong and Diehl, 2003) . In the blocked-talker condition, the stimuli produced by the four talkers were blocked by the talker and presented in four sub-blocks. In each sub-block, the standard (T1/T3) was presented frequently at a probability of 0.85, and the deviant (T6) was presented infrequently at a probability of 0.15. A total of 119 standards and 21 deviants were binaurally presented through earphones to subjects in each sub-block. The inter-stimulus interval (offset to onset) was 800 ms. In total, there were two blocks each containing four sub-blocks (2 pairs × 4 talkers) and each sub-block lasted about 2 min. In the mixed-talker condition, each tone pair produced by the four talkers was intermixed in a single block. Again, T6 was always the deviant and either T1 or T3 was the standard in a block. Four speech stimuli corresponding to the four talkers' voices in T1/T3 were presented as the standards, while another four speech stimuli corresponding to the four talkers' voices in T6 were presented as the deviants. In each block, the standards were presented frequently at a probability of 0.85, and the deviants were presented infrequently at a probability of 0.15. A total of 476 standards (119 × 4 talkers) and 84 deviants (21 × 4 talkers) were binaurally presented through earphones to subjects in each block. The inter-stimulus interval (offset to onset) was 800 ms. In total, there were two blocks (2 pairs) and each block lasted about 8 min.
In both blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions, the standards and deviants were presented pseudo-randomly, such that the first eight stimuli of a block were always standards and any two adjacent deviants were separated by at least two standards. The subjects were instructed to press a button on the computer keyboard when they detected a lexical tone change from the repeated standards. Note that to avoid the order effect, the presentation order of the two conditions was counterbalanced. Within each condition, the order of blocks was also counterbalanced as much as possible and kept identical between matched amusic and control subjects. Note: Amusics and controls were identified using the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) . Amusics scored lower than 71% in the global score, which is the mean of all six subtests, whereas controls scored higher than 80%. M = male; F = female. 2.2.1. EEG data acquisition EEG signals were recorded via a SynAmps 2 amplifier (NeuroScan, Charlotte, NC, U.S.A.) with a cap carrying 64 Ag/AgCI electrodes placed on the scalp at specific locations according to the extended international 10-20 system. Vertical electrooculography (EOG) was recorded using bipolar channels placed above and below the left eye, and horizontal EOG was recorded using bipolar channels placed lateral to the outer canthus of each eyes. Impedance between the reference electrode (located between Cz and CPz) and any recording electrode was kept below 5 kΩ. Alternating current signals (0.03-100 Hz) were continuously recorded and digitized with a 24-bit resolution at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Pre-processing of EEG signals was conducted using the BESA Version 7.1. The EEG recordings were re-filtered offline with a 0.01-30 Hz band-pass zero-phase shift digital filter (slope 12 dB/ Oct in the low cutoff and slope 24 dB/Oct in the high cutoff).
EEG and behavioral data analysis
Epochs ranging from −100 to 800 ms after the onset of each deviant and the standard immediately preceding each deviant were analyzed. Epochs with amplitudes exceeding ± 75 μV at any channel were excluded from averaging. For the amusic group, the mean acceptance rate for deviants was 80.08% (N = 67.67/84, SD = 14.65%) for T1-T6 and 79.41% (N = 67.08/84, SD = 18.4%) for T3-T6 in the blocked-talker condition, and 80.90% (N = 68.5/84, SD = 14.2%) for T1-T6 and 80.04% (N = 67.45/84, SD = 12.09%) for T3-T6 in the mixed-talker condition. For the control group, the mean acceptance rate for deviants was 82.4% (N = 69.62/84, SD = 15.20%) for T1-T6 and 85.25% (N = 72/84, SD = 11.56%) for T3-T6 in the blocked-talker condition, and 82.79% (N = 69.95/84, SD = 18.93%) for T1-T6 and 85.58% (N = 72.25/84, SD = 13.48%) for T3-T6 in the mixed-talker condition. Independent-samples t-tests confirmed that the acceptance rate of the two groups was not significantly different for all conditions.
Four time-windows were determined from the global field power averaged from all deviants across all electrodes: N1 (100-150 ms), N2b/c (250-350 ms), P3a (350-500 ms) and P3b (500-800 ms). The selected time-windows largely coincided with those reported in previous P300 studies on Cantonese tone changes . Fig. 2 displays the ERP waveforms of the standards and deviants for each tone pair, each talker condition and each group at three midline electrodes, Fz, Cz and Pz.
Different sets of electrodes were selected for the analysis of the N1, N2b/c, P3a and P3b according to the topographic distributions ( Fig. 3) and confirmed by the literature (Folstein and Petten, 2008; Polich, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016; . Three frontal electrodes (F3, Fz, and F4) where the N1 and N2b/c were expected to peak were selected for the N1 and N2b/c analysis, and three posterior electrodes (P3, Pz, and P4) where the P300 was expected to peak were selected for the P3a and P3b analysis. ERP waveforms were averaged across all selected electrodes for each condition. Analyses were conducted on the deviants only. The peak latency was determined from the time point with minimal (for N1, and N2b/c) or maximal deflection (for P3a and P3b) within the defined time-windows for each ERP component (Folstein and Petten, 2008; Polich, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016; for each condition; the mean amplitude of each ERP component was obtained from the defined time-windows for each condition. Both peak latency and amplitude were analyzed, which can provide different information about the neural activities in different groups/conditions. Previous studies have primarily reported neural differences between amusics and controls in the ERP amplitude, such as reduced P3 amplitude in amusics (Moreau et al., 2013; Peretz et al., 2005 Peretz et al., , 2009 Zendel et al., 2015; Caicai Zhang and Shao, 2018) , but it is possible that amusics might be impaired in the processing speed, which is better captured by the latency. Group × condition × tone pair repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on the latency and amplitude of each ERP component respectively.
The behavioral accuracy and reaction time (RT) of the two groups in detecting deviants were also analyzed. The accuracy was the percentage of deviants correctly detected for each condition. RT, measured from the onset of the stimulus, was the mean reaction time of correctly detected deviants for each condition. Group × condition × tone pair repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on the accuracy and RT respectively. Fig. 4 displays the accuracy and RT of the two groups in detecting tonal deviants.
Results
Behavioral results
For the accuracy, group × tone pair × condition ANOVA found significant main effects of group (F(1, 46) = 9.799, p = .003, η p 2 = 0.176), Post hoc tests were conducted to analyze the tone pair × condition interaction. In the blocked-talker condition, the accuracy of T1-T6 and T3-T6 was both high and not significantly different (M = 95.4%, SD = 8% vs. M = 95.6%, SD = 9%; t(94) = −0.095, p = .925, d = 0.023); in the mixed-talker condition, the accuracy of T1-T6 was significantly higher than that of T3-T6 (M = 83.2%, SD = 17% vs. M = 53.2%, SD = 21%; t (94) = 7.553, p < .001, d = 1.57). For pair T1-T6, the accuracy elicited in the blocked-talker condition was significantly higher than that in the mixed-talker condition (M = 95.4%, SD = 8% vs. M = 83.2%, SD = 17%; t(94) = −4.464, p < .001, d = 0.913); for pair T3-T6, the pattern was similar, but the effect size (Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996) was larger (M = 95.6%, SD = 9% vs. M = 53.2%, SD = 21%; t (94) = −12.576, p < .001, d = 2.624). These results confirmed that the accuracy of deviant tone detection was under greater influence of talker variability in the T3-T6 pair with smaller pitch differences. For the RT, there were main effects of group (F(1, 46) = 4.017, p = .051, η p 2 = 0.08), tone pair (F(1, 46) = 43.025, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.483), condition (F(1, 46) = 152.435, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.768), and significant two-way interaction between tone pair and group (F(1, 46) = 5.788, p = .020, η p 2 = 0.112), and between tone pair and condition (F(1, 46) = 6.069, p = .020, η p 2 = 0.117). The three-way interaction was also significant (F(1, 46) = 5.402, p = .025, η p 2 = 0.105). To analyze the three-way interaction, group × condition repeated measures ANOVA was conducted within each tone pair, for the reason that the interest of investigation was whether and how amusics and controls were affected differently by talker variability (mixed-vs. blockedtalker). For pair T1-T6, there were significant main effects of group (F(1, 46) = 9.402, p = .170, η p 2 = 0.08) and condition (F(1, 46) = 77.873, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.629). Amusics used significantly longer RT than controls in detecting tonal changes (M = 546 ms, SD = 114 vs. M = 492 ms, SD = 90). Unsurprisingly, RT in the blocked-talker condition was significantly shorter than in the mixed-talker condition (M = 453 ms, SD = 79 vs. M = 585 ms, SD = 87). No other effects were significant. For pair T3-T6, there was a significant main effect of condition (F(1, 46) = 148.552, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.764), and the two-way interaction was significant (F(1, 46) = 8.646, p = .005, η p 2 = 0.158).
Post hoc analyses were conducted to examine the two-way interaction.
The controls showed significantly shorter RT in the blocked-talker condition than the mixed-talker condition (M = 465 ms, SD = 38 vs. M = 675 ms, SD = 97, t(46) = 9.863, p < .001, d = 2.851); amusics also demonstrated this pattern, but with a smaller effect size (M = 518 ms, SD = 79 vs. M = 646 ms, SD = 106; t(46) = 4.824, p < .001, d = 1.394). In the mixed-talker condition, the RT difference between amusics and controls was not significantly different (M = 675 ms, SD = 97 vs. M = 646 ms, SD = 106; t(46) = −0.971, 
ERP results
The peak latency and mean amplitude of the following four timewindows were analyzed using group × condition × tone pair repeated measures ANOVAs: N1 (100-150 ms), N2b/c (250-350 ms), P3a (350-500 ms) and P3b (500-800 ms). The peak latency and mean amplitude of these four ERP components for each condition are displayed in Fig. 5 .
N1
For the N1 latency, no effects were significant. For the N1 amplitude, there were significant main effects of tone pair (F(1, 46) = 35.283, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.434) and condition (F(1, 46) = 30.784, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.401). The blocked-talker condition elicited significantly larger (more negative) N1 amplitude than the mixed-talker condition (M = −3.014 μV, SD = 2.816 vs. M = −1.572 μV, SD = 2.552; p < .001). Tone pair T1-T6 elicited significantly larger N1 amplitude than T3-T6 (M = −3.022 μV, SD = 2.928 vs. M = −1.564 μV, SD = 2.417; p < .001). These results generally reflected more difficult auditory processing of tonal changes in the mixed-talker condition and in the tone pair with small pitch differences.
N2b/c
For the N2b/c latency, there were significant main effects of group (F (1, 46) = 5.495, p = .023, η p 2 = 0.107), condition (F(1, 46) = 51.915, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.530) and significant interaction between condition and tone pair (F(1, 46) = 10.681, p = .002, η p 2 = 0.188). The N2b/c peaked significantly later in the amusic group than in the control group (M = 0.309 ms, SD = 0.036 vs. M = 0.296 ms, SD = 0.034). Post hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted to examine the interaction between condition and tone pair. For pair T3-T6, the N2b/c in the blockedtalker condition peaked significantly earlier than in the mixed-talker 
P3a
For the P3a latency, there were significant main effects of tone pair (F(1, 46) = 12.632, p = .001, η p 2 = 0.215) and condition (F(1, 46) = 9.662, p = .003, η p 2 = 0.174). The T3-T6 pair peaked significantly later than the T1-T6 pair (M = 0.437 ms, SD = 0.043 vs. M = 0.418 ms, SD = 0.048; p = .001). The mixed-talker condition elicited a significantly later peaking P3a than the blocked-talker condition (M = 0.438 ms, SD = 0.047 vs. M = 0.417 ms, SD = 0.044; p = .003).
No other effects were significant. For the P3a amplitude, there were significant main effects of group (F(1, 46) = 8.060, p = .007) and condition (F(1, 46) = 42.217, p < .001), and significant interactions between group and condition (F (1, 46) = 6.329, p = .015) and between condition and tone pairs (F(1, 46) = 6.448, p = .015). Post hoc tests were first conducted to examine the interaction between group and condition. In the control group, the P3a amplitude elicited in the blocked-talker condition was significantly larger than in the mixed-talker condition (M = 3.669 μV, SD = 2.838 vs. M = 0.574 μV, SD = 2.422; t(94) = 5.747, p < .001, d = 1.173). The amusic group demonstrated a similar pattern, but the effect size was much smaller (M = 1.153 μV, SD = 3.269 vs. M = −0.222 μV, SD = 2.317; t(94) = 2.378, p = .019, d = 0.481). In the blocked-talker condition, amusics demonstrated significantly smaller P3a amplitude than the control group (M = 1.153 μV, SD = 3.269 vs. M = 3.669 μV, SD = 2.838; t(94) = −4.025, p < .001, d = 0.829); in the mixedtalker condition, the group difference was not significant (M = −0.222 μV, SD = 2.317 vs. M = 0.574 μV, SD = 2.422; t (94) = −1.645, p = .103, d = 0.335). Post hoc tests were then conducted to explore the tone pair by condition interaction. In the blockedtalker condition, the P3a amplitude between tone pair T1-T6 and T3-T6 was not significantly different (M = 2.232 μV, SD = 3.264 vs. M = 2.589 μV, SD = 3.355; t(94) = −0.528, p = .599, d = 0.107), whereas in the mixed-talker condition, T1-T6 elicited significantly larger P3a amplitude than T3-T6 (M = 0.799 μV, SD = 2.788 vs. M = −0.449 μV, SD = 1.729; t(94) = 2.673, p = .010, d = 0.538). For tone pair T1-T6, the P3a amplitude in the blocked-talker condition was significantly larger than in the mixed-talker condition (M = 2.232 μV, SD = 3.264 vs. M = 0.799 μV, SD = 2.788; t(94) = 2.312, p = .023, d = 0.472); for tone pair T3-T6, the pattern was similar, but the effect size was larger (M = 2.589 μV, SD = 3.355 vs. M = −0.449 μV, SD = 1.729; t(94) = 5.577, p < .001, d = 1.138).
P3b
For the P3b latency, there was a significant main effect of condition (F(1, 46) = 14.712, p < .001, η p 2 = 0.242), and a significant interaction between tone pair and condition (F(1, 46) = 11.578, p = .001, η p 2 = 0.201). Post hoc analyses were conducted to examine the twoway interaction. For tone pair T1-T6, the peak latency in the mixedtalker and blocked-talker conditions was not significantly different (M = 0.651 ms, SD = 0.097 vs. M = 0.649 ms, SD = 0.103; t (94) = −0.750, p = .940, d = 0.019), whereas tone pair T3-T6 peaked significantly later in the mixed-talker condition than in the blockedtalker condition (M = 0.675 ms, SD = 0.101 vs. M = 0.591 ms, SD = 0.094; t(94) = −4.237, p < .001, d = 0.861). In the blockedtalker condition, T3-T6 peaked significantly earlier than T1-T6 (M = 0.591 ms, SD = 0.094 vs. M = 0.649 ms, SD = 0.103, t (94) = 2.876, p = .005, d = 0.588), whereas in the mixed-talker condition, the latency difference between T1-T6 and T3-T6 was not significant (M = 0.651 ms, SD = 0.097 vs. M = 0.675 ms, SD = 0.101; t (94) = 2.876, p = .221, d = 0.242). For the P3b amplitude, there was a significant main effect of group (F(1, 46) = 10.250, p = .002, η p 2 = 0.182), and a significant two-way interaction between tone pair and condition (F(1, 46) = 4.352, p = .046, η p 2 = 0.084). The amusic group exhibited overall reduced P3b amplitude than the control group (M = 0.583 μV, SD = 3.259. vs. M = 2.193 μV, SD = 2.489). Post hoc analyses were conducted to examine the interaction between tone pair and condition. For tone pair T1-T6, the P3b amplitude in the blocked-talker and mixed-talker condition was not significantly different (M = 1.303 μV, SD = 3.145 vs. M = 1.660 μV, SD = 2.823; t(94) = −0.586, p = .559, d = 0.119), but for the tone pair T3-T6, the P3b amplitude in the block-talker condition was significantly larger than that in the mixed-talker condition (M = 1.714 μV, SD = 2.567 vs. M = 0.768 μV, SD = 1.945; t (94) = 2.036, p = .045, d = 0.415).
To summarize, behaviorally, amusics exhibited overall lower accuracy than controls in detecting tone changes. Amusics responded to tone changes significantly more slowly than controls in the blockedtalker condition, but the group difference disappeared in the most challenging condition, that is, tone pair T3-T6 presented in the mixedtalker condition. For early ERP components, among typical listeners, the N1 amplitude was significantly larger in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixed-talker condition. For later ERP components, N2b/c, P3a and P3b mainly yielded an interaction effect between condition and tone pair, and the general pattern was that the effect of talker variability was more prominent on the challenging tone pair (T3-T6). For amusics, their neural impairment was mainly manifested on later components, such as delayed N2b/c peak latency and reduced P3a and P3b amplitude, but not on the early component N1. The P3a amplitude mainly revealed a group by condition interaction, where the group difference was only significant in the blocked-talker condition, whereas for the P3b amplitude, there was a main effect of group, irrespective of tone pairs and conditions.
Discussion
The current study examined the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners and amusics through the comparison of two conditions differing in the amount of talker variability via an active oddball paradigm. The aims were to determine the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners and to reveal the neural correlates of the impairment in talker normalization and "anchoring" deficit in the amusic brain. We analyzed both early and later ERP components and compared ERP components in the blocked-talker and mixed-talker conditions to identify the effects of talker variability on speech perception processes.
Time course of talker normalization in typical listeners
The behavioral results confirmed that talker variability in the mixed-talker condition increased the difficulty of speech recognition. For both tone pairs, the accuracy was significantly lower in the mixedtalker condition than in the blocked-talker condition, but the effect of talker variability was greater on T3-T6 with small acoustic differences. Likewise, RT was significantly longer in the mixed-talker condition, with a larger effect of talker variability on the T3-T6 pair than on the T1-T6 pair, especially for the control group (see Fig. 4 ; also confirmed by post hoc analyses of the three-way interaction). These results largely echoed with previous findings (Lee, 2009; Strange et al., 1976; Wong and Diehl, 2003) that at the behavioral level, presenting the same speech stimuli to listeners in mixed-vs. block-talker manner may invoke the active control mechanism, which mediates talker normalization. Talker constancy in the blocked-talker condition allows the listeners to learn the talker's vocal characteristics and form a perceptual "anchor", such that the computation between acoustic signals and phonological representations becomes less effortful and more automatic. However, in the mixed-talker condition, the possible many-tomany mapping between acoustic signals and phonological representations may require more attention and the task is more demanding, especially for the tone pair with small acoustic differences, thus lowering the accuracy and lengthening the RT.
The ERP results revealed the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners. We found that early components such as the N1 already exhibited an effect of talker variability. The N1 amplitude was significantly larger in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixedtalker condition. These findings are different from Zhang et al. (2016) , where no difference in the N1 was detected among conditions of interest. This discrepancy could be explained by the low demand of talker normalization in Zhang et al. (2016) , where the design only involved infrequent change of one talker' voice in a small number of deviants. It is possible that when the demand of talker normalization was high, the effect could emerge in the early N1 time-window. Moreover, these results also somehow differed from the finding of Kaganovich et al. (2006) that the N1 amplitude was more negative in the filtering task than the baseline task. The authors argued that the more negative N1 amplitude might reflect sustained attentional processes operating during the filtering task. Indeed, N1 is considered to be an index of attentional early auditory processing (Naatanen et al., 1978; R Näätänen and Alho, 2004; Risto Näätänen, 1982) , and tends to be influenced by the stimulus predictability and tasks (Lange, 2013) . The results of the current study showed the opposite pattern, in that the N1 amplitude was larger (more negative) in the blocked-talker condition (similar to the baseline task of Kaganovich et al. (2006) ). First, the possibility cannot be ruled out that the more negative N1 amplitude observed in Kaganovich et al. (2006) was influenced by the differential neural habituation effect, since the probability of stimuli presented in the filtering task was lower than the baseline task. Second, Kaganovich et al. (2006) used a classification task, requiring the participants to identify the vowel or the talker, which was an attention demanding task. In contrast, in the current study participants were asked to detect infrequent tonal changes, which was similar to a discrimination task and relatively less attention demanding. It is possible that the task demand may lead to an earlier influence of attentional processes in Kaganovich et al. (2006) . As a matter of fact, the N1 results of the current study are better explained by the difficulty of auditory processing, given the observation that the N1 amplitude was also significantly larger in the pair T1-T6, where auditory processing was easier due to the larger pitch difference than the pair T3-T6. This interpretation is also consistent with a previous study that examined lexical tone change detection in an oddball paradigm, which revealed that the N1 amplitude was reduced on tone pairs where the acoustic difference was more difficult to detect. It could be because of the combined effects of task demand and controlled stimulus probability in the current study that the influence of attentional processes was more notably exerted on later perceptual processes, such as the N2b/c and P300.
We found that the later components, such as the N2b/c, P3a and P3b, were also modulated by talker variability. But different from the N1, which showed a main effect of talker condition, the later ERP components exhibited an interaction between condition and tone pair. The N2b/c peaked significantly earlier in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixed-talker condition, more so for T3-T6, revealing a greater influence of talker variability on the T3-T6 pair. An interaction between condition and tone pair was also observed on the N2b/c amplitude, such that the more challenging tone pair (T3-T6) yielded larger N2b/c amplitude than the more acoustically distinct tone pair (T1-T6) in the blocked-talker condition, but not in the mixed-talker condition. It has been suggested that the N2 component often reflects attention, stimulus novelty or cognitive control (Folstein and Petten, 2008) . A possible explanation for the N2b/c results is that more attentional resources or control effort were directed to detecting tonal changes in the T3-T6 pair with small pitch differences compared to the T1-T6 pair in the blocked-talker condition, eliciting enlarged N2b/c amplitude and later N2b/c latency. In contrast, in the mixed-talker condition, the task was more demanding, which may have compressed and leveled off the difference between the two tone-pairs.
It has been reported that the P300 amplitude is modulated by the overall arousal level in the experiment: when task conditions are less demanding, the P300 amplitude is relatively larger (Kok, 2001) . The P300 is believed to include two subcomponents: an earlier fronto-central P3a and a later parietal P3b. The P3a has been associated with novelty detection and automatic orientating of attention (Polich, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016) . The results of the current study showed that for both tone pairs, the P3a amplitude in the blocked-talker condition was larger than in the mixed-talker condition, but the effect of talker variability was more robust on T3-T6; the P3a also peaked significantly later in the mixed-talker condition than in the blocked-talker condition. Given that the P3a is an index of involuntary attentional switch (Kok, 2001; Polich, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016) , these findings revealed that at the neural level, involuntary attentional switch to lexical tone changes was easier or more automatic in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixed-talker condition, especially for the T3-T6 pair with small pitch differences. These findings are consistent with Kaganovich et al. (2006) , which found that the peak amplitude of the subsequent positive component, P3 (248-500 ms), was significantly reduced in the filtering task (similar to the mixed-talker condition of the current study) compared with the baseline task (similar to the blocked-talker condition of the current study).
On the other hand, the P3b is likely to be associated with stimulus categorization. It has been found that stimuli easier to categorize elicit larger P3b amplitude (McCarthy and Donchin, 1981; Mecklinger and Ullsperger, 1993; Polich, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016) . Our results showed that for T3-T6, the P3b amplitude in the blocked-talker condition was larger than in the mixed-talker condition, suggesting that for the tone pair that was of smaller pitch differences, talker variability significantly interfered with speech categorization, increasing the difficulty of speech categorization in the mixed-talker condition. In contrast, for tone pair T1-T6 with larger pitch differences and thus being less susceptible to the influence of talker variability, stimulus categorization was relatively easy and the P3b amplitude did not differ significantly between the blocked-and mixed-talker conditions. Although obtained with a different experiment paradigm, these results are in line with the findings of Zhang et al. (2016) , which showed interactions between lexical tone and talker processing on the P3b (500-800 ms after the stimulus onset).
Taken together, the ERP findings revealed the time course of talker normalization in lexical tone perception among typical listeners. We found that the influence of talker variability on tone perception was characterized by ERP components at both early and late time-windows, but with different effects revealed. The N1 amplitude was smaller in the mixed-talker condition than the blocked-talker condition and smaller in the T3-T6 pair than in the T1-T6 pair, which may indicate reduced auditory processing in the perceptually more difficult conditions. The later ERP components such as N2b/c, P3a and P3b yielded an interaction of condition and tone pair, which may suggest that at a higher perceptual level, acoustic variability might be tolerable within a certain range (e.g., for the T1-T6 pair presented in mixed-and blocked-talker conditions), and the influence of talker variability was generally more prominent on the T3-T6 pair. These findings provided neural evidence for the active control theory (Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007; Nusbaum and Morin, 1992) . They are also consistent with Wong et al. (2004) , which reported neural evidence consistent with the hypothesis that talker changes engage controlled attentional processing during speech perception. The resource-demanding condition (mixed-talker condition) resulted in increased activity not only in cortical areas associated with speech processing (e.g., the posterior superior temporal gyrus), but also in cortical areas possibly sub-serving shift of attention to spectral information (e.g., the superior parietal cortex).
Neural correlates of the deficits in talker normalization and perceptual anchoring in amusia
Compared with typical listeners, behaviorally, amusics obtained overall lower accuracy of tone change detection than controls. Given that the controls' accuracy was approaching ceiling, RT results may be more meaningful. The RT results revealed a group by condition interaction for T3-T6. The controls showed significantly shorter RT in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixed-talker condition, whereas amusics demonstrated a similar pattern but with a smaller effect size; moreover, the RT difference between amusics and controls was not significant in the mixed-talker condition, but amusics showed significantly longer RT than controls in the blocked-talker condition. The RT results suggested that amusics exhibited a reduced gain of RT when the talker was fixed in the blocked-talker condition for the challenging tone pair T3-T6, which is partially consistent with the previous finding of an "anchoring" deficit that amusics are impaired in taking advantage of acoustic constancy in the blocked-talker condition (Shao et al., 2019) .
With regard to the ERP results, for the early component N1, we hypothesized that if amusics are not impaired in the auditory processing of lexical tones, their neural responses related to early auditory processing (N1) in both blocked-and mixed-talker conditions should be comparable to typical controls, irrespective of task difficulty. Alternatively, if amusics show reduced N1 in the mixed-talker condition than controls, it implies that the lack of group difference in N1 reported in previous studies (Peretz et al., 2005) might be at least partially affected by the low task difficulty. The results revealed that amusics did not show significantly different N1 amplitude from typical listeners in either blocked-talker or mixed-talker condition. As a matter of fact, amusics demonstrated larger N1 amplitude in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixed-talker condition, a pattern similar to typical listeners. These results confirmed the hypothesis that amusics are relatively intact in early auditory processing of musical and speech pitch stimuli (Hyde et al., 2011; Moreau et al., 2013; Peretz et al., 2005; Zendel et al., 2015; .
As for the N2b/c, although the group difference on the N2b/c amplitude was not significant, the amusic group did show an overall later N2b/c latency than controls. Given that the N2 component often reflects attention, stimulus novelty or cognitive control (Folstein and Petten, 2008) , this result might suggest that the amusic brain is slower in detecting the stimulus novelty or slower in directing attention or cognitive control towards the stimulus change. Note that no group difference on the N2b/c was reported in , which also compared amusics and controls on lexical tone change detection in an active oddball paradigm but did not manipulate talker variability. This difference may be due to the higher task demand in the current study, where greater talker variability was involved.
For the P3 components, such as P3a, we hypothesized that if amusics are less automatic in tone processing in the blocked-talker condition, the P3a amplitude, an index of involuntary orientation of attention, would be reduced compared to the controls in the blocked-talker condition, but less so in the mixed-talker condition. The results confirmed this hypothesis, revealing a group by condition interaction on the P3a amplitude. Note that the P3a is the only component that showed a group by condition interaction, while other components such as N2b/c and P3b revealed a main group effect. The controls showed larger P3a amplitude in the blocked-talker condition than in the mixed-talker condition, whereas the difference was reduced in the amusic group. Moreover, the group difference was only significant in the blockedtalker condition where the talker voice was constant and the acoustic variation was limited. The reduced P3a amplitude, which is associated with less automatic attention orientation, can account for the possible "anchoring" deficit manifested behaviorally in amusia (Shao et al., 2019) . It showed that amusics were particularly impaired in the blocked-talker condition where a constant talker was presented, suggesting a possible "anchoring" deficit similar to dyslexics (Shao et al., 2019) . With this deficit, the perceptual system of amusics may be less resilient to external variation, and the processing of speech stimuli requires more attentional effort even in the blocked condition (Zhang et al., 2017a) . We argue that the reduced P3a amplitude observed in the blocked-talker condition in the amusic brain is an ERP signature of a deficiency in the allocation of attentional effort, which presumably underlies the "anchoring" deficit observed in amusics.
The less automatic attention shift as reflected by P3a in the amusic brain is also consistent with the poor attention skills reported in amusics (Jones et al., 2009) . It has been found that about 40% of the amusic individuals suffer from an attention deficit. With the attention deficit, amusics may fail to benefit from the condition that is free from talker variation. In fact, Ahissar (2007) has suggested that the "anchoring" deficit in dyslexia can be viewed as a type of attention deficit. Amusics may also be under the influence of such attention deficits and therefore showed less automatic orientation of attention. Altogether, it is likely that the P3a is a potential neural landmark of the "anchoring" deficit and attention deficit previously observed in amusia.
As for the P3b, there was an overall group difference on the amplitude, suggesting that the ability to consciously categorize lexical tones may be impaired in the amusic brain, in both blocked-and mixedtalker conditions. These results are consistent with previous behavioral findings that Chinese amusics were impaired in the categorization and categorical perception of tones (Huang et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2012; Shao et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017b) . This finding is also consistent with a previous ERP study that reported reduced P3b amplitude when amusics detected lexical tone changes with small pitch differences .
Altogether, the ERP results revealed that amusics exhibited comparable N1 activities to controls, but deviated from controls in later components, showing delayed N2b/c latency, reduced P3a amplitude in the blocked-talker condition, and overall reduced P3b amplitude. These results increased the understanding of the deficiency mechanism of amusics in pitch processing, by revealing that even in the more complex and demanding perceptual task, early auditory processing as indicated by the N1 amplitude appears to be intact in the amusic brain. On the other hand, the P3a amplitude revealed a group and condition interaction in directions consistent with the prediction of the "anchoring" deficit, indicating that the P3a is a potential neural signature of the "anchoring" deficit in amusia. These findings are largely consistent with the hypothesis that amusics are relatively intact in early auditory processing, and are primarily impaired in later, conscious perceptual evaluation or categorization of pitch stimuli (Hyde et al., 2011; Moreau et al., 2013; Peretz et al., 2005; Zendel et al., 2015; .
Lastly, combining the ERP results from typical and amusic listeners, there appears to be some connection between the active control mechanism and the "anchoring" deficit hypothesis. Among typical listeners, distinct patterns between early (main effect of talker condition) and late processes (interaction of talker and tone pair) of talker normalization were observed. We argued that the early component N1 primarily reflected difficulty of auditory processing, whereas the influence of attentional processes was more notably exerted on later perceptual processes, such as the N2b/c and P300. Among these later components that presumably reflect the active control mechanism, atypical neural activities in latency or amplitude were observed in the amusical brain. Most importantly, the P3a, an index of involuntary orientation of attention, is likely to be a neural signature of the "anchoring" deficit in amusia. These results imply that the perceptual anchoring ability is probably related to the active control mechanism, both of which are deficient in the amusical brain. Since both hypotheses essentially emphasize the critical role of attention and/or cognitive control in accommodating acoustic variation in perception, it is perhaps not surprising that the two hypotheses are related to some extent, like two sides of the same coin. Future studies can further illuminate the relationship between the active control mechanism and the "anchoring" hypothesis.
Conclusion
The current study revealed the time course of talker normalization in typical listeners and the neurophysiological bases of the talker normalization and "anchoring" deficits in amusia. For typical listeners, early components such as the N1 already exhibited a main effect of talker variability, while the later ERP components such as N2b/c, P3a and P3b mainly exhibited greater influence of talker variability on the T3-T6 pair with small pitch differences. Amusics demonstrated comparable N1 amplitude to controls, suggesting intact auditory processing even in the mixed-talker condition, and atypical neural activities in later components. Importantly, the P3a amplitude was especially reduced in the blocked-talker condition in amusics compared to controls, and we argued that it is presumably a neural signature of the "anchoring" deficit previously observed in amusics. Altogether, these findings shed some light on the time course of talker normalization and the neural underpinnings of perceptual impairment in amusia. The current study also has some limitations, in that explicit tests of attention and working memory can be conducted as control tasks in the identification of amusics for a more precise characterization of amusics, and to better understand the potential effects of attention and memory deficits in amusia on talker normalization.
